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1. Introduction1. Introduction1. Introduction1. Introduction    
 
Ikhala Trust and Elamanzi with the support of the CS Mott Foundation have produced an Asset Based 
Community driven Development (ABCD) Toolkit to support ABCD facilitation especially in communities. An 
ABCD Training of Trainers (ToT) course was hosted from 19 - 23 May 2014 to train a cadre of ABCD trainers 
and officially launch the Toolkit. This was the second time that a ToT has been organized by Ikhala. Although 
the course is still fairly new, the recommendations arising from the first pilot could be incorporated to improve 
its design. 
 
The course took place over 5 days at St Lukes Retreat Centre in Port Elizabeth and twelve facilitators were 
invited to attend. The organizations represented included: Interchurch Local Development Agency, Raphael 
Centre, West Coast Community Foundation, Social Change Assistance Trust, Matatiele EDA, Calabash Trust and 
I am Somebody. The grants administrator of Ikhala Trust also attended.  
 
It is envisaged that the ToT and Toolkit will expand the footprint of ABCD facilitation especially in Eastern Cape 
Province. 
    
2. 2. 2. 2. OverviewOverviewOverviewOverview    
 
The format of the ToT was modified from the previous year. Instead of the facilitator demonstrating the 
different methods and tools contained in the Toolkit, the course participants were paired and tasked to choose 
a number of different activities that they themselves would facilitate. This created a diverse mixture of styles 
and personalities presenting the course content. It also gave participants time to test and improve their 
facilitation skills with the critical feedback of a peer learning group.  
 
The 5 modules of the ABCD course were examined as well as their structure, logic, flow and linkages. The 
facilitator also gave input and demonstrated variations. The course was intensive and 10 of the participants 
demonstrated competence to facilitate the same 3 ½ day ABCD course. Two youth participants still need time 
to assimilate ABCD and were encouraged to start on a personal level before clarifying their intention in 
community work. 
 

 



3. Course Outcomes3. Course Outcomes3. Course Outcomes3. Course Outcomes    
 

3.1. Introductions3.1. Introductions3.1. Introductions3.1. Introductions    
 
The course was opened by Bernie Dolley, the Director of Ikhala Trust who shared some of the background 
behind the ABCD Toolkit and ToT as well as Ikhala’s intentions in supporting this work. The process began with 
an introductory exercise where each person shared their history in support
and why they were interested in attending the ToT. 
 
The programme for the week was previewed and structure for the ToT (see Appendix 1).
 

3.2. Practice Review3.2. Practice Review3.2. Practice Review3.2. Practice Review    
 
After tea, small groups discussed the principles of good facil
practices. These were later consolidated as a Facilitation Checklist for self assessment (see Appendix 2). 
 
3.3. Groupwork Preparation3.3. Groupwork Preparation3.3. Groupwork Preparation3.3. Groupwork Preparation    
 
After lunch, the facilitator gave a brief overview of the design and st
ABCD course on which it is based. A gallery had been prepared of all the posters, facilitation cards and 
activities contained in the Toolkit.  
 
The group were then strategically paired and tasked to choose 7 activiti
for the remainder of the course. Time was given for pairs to make their selections using colour stickers and 
prepare for the work ahead.  
 
The day closed with a check out. 
 

    
 

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
     

Dolley, the Director of Ikhala Trust who shared some of the background 
behind the ABCD Toolkit and ToT as well as Ikhala’s intentions in supporting this work. The process began with 
an introductory exercise where each person shared their history in supporting community driven development 
and why they were interested in attending the ToT.  

The programme for the week was previewed and structure for the ToT (see Appendix 1).

After tea, small groups discussed the principles of good facilitation and programme design and extracted best 
practices. These were later consolidated as a Facilitation Checklist for self assessment (see Appendix 2). 

After lunch, the facilitator gave a brief overview of the design and structure of the Toolkit and standard 3 ½ 
ABCD course on which it is based. A gallery had been prepared of all the posters, facilitation cards and 

The group were then strategically paired and tasked to choose 7 activities that they would collectively facilitate 
for the remainder of the course. Time was given for pairs to make their selections using colour stickers and 
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3.4. Course Modul3.4. Course Modul3.4. Course Modul3.4. Course Moduleseseses    
 
Each module of the course and the activities contained in them were presented by the different facilitators 
incrementally. These were: 
 

• Module 1: ABCD Overview 

• Module 2: ABCD as a Paradigm

• Module 3: ABCD as a Process 

• Module 4: ABCD as a Practice 

• Module 5: Moving Forward 
 
The group participated fully in all the activities and also served as learning partners giving critical feedback. The 
facilitator documented the feedback (see Appendix 3) and also gave input and demonstrations. The first 
module: ABCD Overview was completed on the morning of Day 2, whilst Module 2 and 3 were completed on 
Day 3, Module 4 on Day 4 and Module 5 on Day 5. 
 
The process was intense, but all participants applied themselves and worked hard to prepare for their sessions. 
Many brought innovation and their own interpretation of the approach. The methodology created 
opportunity for the group to experience a variety of presenters which kept the course lively and interesting. It 
also ensured that participants engaged intensively with t
 
The feedback was consolidated and is attached as Appendix 3.
 
3.5. Facilitation Toolbox3.5. Facilitation Toolbox3.5. Facilitation Toolbox3.5. Facilitation Toolbox    
 
Parallel to this process, the group also reflected on the facilitation methods and skills used and techniques for 
growing the group dynamic. Some ice breakers and energizers were also shared by different people. A 
‘Facilitation Toolbox’ evolved to capture these underlying aspects.
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3.6. Way Forward and Celebration3.6. Way Forward and Celebration3.6. Way Forward and Celebration3.6. Way Forward and Celebration    
 
The final session looked at the way forward and policy surrounding the use and reproduction of the Toolkit 
and ABCD Course on which it is based. It was agreed that: 
 

• the Toolkit can be freely used and the course replicated or modified according to what is required in 
the field but the source should be acknowledged; 

• The Toolkit and course is not however intended for commercial use.  

• Should opportunities for paid work arise, facilitators will submit a request to both partners who will 
consider each situation on a case by case basis. A percentage or cost share could be negotiated where 
appropriate; 

• A simple reporting template will be distributed so that facilitators can give feedback to Ikhala Trust/ 
Elamanzi. 

 
It was agreed that partners would circulate a brief document outlining the policy so as to protect the 
intellectual property of the material. 
 
The course concluded with a celebration/ graduation where certificates and the Toolkit were issued. 
 
4. Reflections4. Reflections4. Reflections4. Reflections    
 
Although there was insufficient time to formally evaluate the course, the feedback from the group was positive. 
Many said that they were grateful for the opportunity to be present and valued the hard work and financial 
investment that has gone into the Toolkit. The creativity of the materials and packaging was also appreciated 
and there was a sense of excitement especially from partners who were thrilled to finally be able to distribute 
Toolkits to practitioners whom they know share their paradigm and passion for this work. 
 
The youth facilitators present also felt empowered but are not yet ready to be ABCD trainers. One had to leave 
the course early due to personal reasons and the other was encouraged to first apply ABCD to his personal life 
and clarify his intention in community development practice. 
 
It was suggested that in future ToTs that activities be more evenly distributed in terms of content (eg, each 
person encouraged to choose activities from different modules) so that people have a chance to demonstrate 
to peers throughout the course. It would also be beneficial for the group to have an opportunity to test some 
of the methodologies and receive coaching in the field if a field visit could be arranged. 
 
Facilitation Skills and Programme Design was touched on 
briefly but much more could be shared around this topic. 
Learning partners will be encouraged to work in pairs or 
groups as they roll out ABCD training and peer feedback could 
be encouraged to deepen learning especially around 
facilitation skills. It is also hoped that there will be opportunities 
in future for the group to gather to reflect on how it has 
progressed since the Training of Trainers. 
 
The facilitator would like to thank the group for their 
enthusiasm and appreciation of the Toolkit and Ikhala Trust for 
the major investment made in growing their ABCD training 
component and educational materials to support it. It is timely 
for the Toolkit to be available through a cadre of practitioners 
who can decentralize the work. 
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Appendix 1: ProgrammeAppendix 1: ProgrammeAppendix 1: ProgrammeAppendix 1: Programme    
 

    
 

    

ASSET BASED AND COMASSET BASED AND COMASSET BASED AND COMASSET BASED AND COMMUNITY LED DEVELOPMENT MUNITY LED DEVELOPMENT MUNITY LED DEVELOPMENT MUNITY LED DEVELOPMENT 
(ABCD)(ABCD)(ABCD)(ABCD), TRAINING OF TRAINERS, TRAINING OF TRAINERS, TRAINING OF TRAINERS, TRAINING OF TRAINERS    

    
    

 Morning 1 
8h30 – 10h30 

TEA 
10h30 – 
11h00 

Morning 2 
11h00 – 13h00 

LUNCH 
13h00 – 
13h45 

Afternoon 1 
13h45 – 15h00  

TEA 
15h00 – 
15h20 

Afternoon 2 
15h20 – 16h30 
 

Day 1 Welcome and 
Introductions 
Practice Reflections 
Toolkit Overview 

 Programme Design 
and Facilitation Skills 

 Programme Design and 
Facilitation Skills 

 Group Tasks 
Check out 

Day 2 Check in 
Module 1: ABCD 
Overview (Group 
presentation) 

 Module 1: ABCD 
Overview Debrief 
and Tips 

 Module 2: ABCD as a 
Paradigm                             
(Group presentation) 

 Module  2: ABCD as a 
Paradigm                 
(Group Presentation) 
Check out 

Day 3 Check in 
Module 2: Debrief and 
tips 

 Module 3: ABCD as a 
Process  
(Group presentation) 

 Module 3: ABCD as a 
Process (debrief and 
tips) 

 Module 4: ABCD as a 
Practice  
(Group presentation) 
Check out 

Day 4 Check in 
Module 4: ABCD as a 
Practice  
(Group presentation) 

 Check in 
Module 4: ABCD as a 
Practice  
(Group presentation) 

 Module 4: ABCD as a 
Practice  
(Debrief and tips) 

 Grounding Session 
Check out 

Day 5 Check in 
Module 5: Moving 
Forward  
(Group presentation/ 
debrief and tips) 

 Adaptations and 
variations 
Course reflections 
Way Forward 
Check out 
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Appendix 2: Facilitation ChecklistAppendix 2: Facilitation ChecklistAppendix 2: Facilitation ChecklistAppendix 2: Facilitation Checklist    
 

Programme Design 
Check your venue      � 

Good seating arrangements    � 

Good preparation      � 

Implementation plan with all the specifics  � 

Assign roles       � 

Design according to the ability of the participants � 

Appropriate activities for the outcome   � 

Realistic time frames towards set outcomes  � 

Relevant content      � 

 

Facilitation 
Introductions       � 

Check in       � 

Group guidelines (‘house rules’)    � 

Create the right atmosphere    � 

Bring out all voices in the group    � 

Connect with the everyone/ Relationship  � 

Aware, alert, flexible, sensitive, presence   � 

Link theory and practice     � 

Clear learning outcomes     � 

Space for everyone to contribute    � 

No expert       � 

Good co-facilitation      � 

No ‘wrong’ comments/ accept where people are � 

Draw out learning from activities (debrief)  � 

Ask questions to the group to deepen learning  � 

Ice-breakers, warm ups, team building   � 

Break down of what the workshop is about  � 

Open and close topics     � 

Linkages/ Flow      � 

Start with known move to unknown   � 

Mix of techniques and methodologies   � 

Determine and manage expectations   � 

Time management and flexibility    � 

Analyse your audience     � 

Eye contact and body language    � 

Make everyone free to participate    � 

Know what you are talking about    � 

Open for questions 10 – 15 minutes   � 

Go step by step      � 

Close the process      �
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Appendix 3: Group FeedbackAppendix 3: Group FeedbackAppendix 3: Group FeedbackAppendix 3: Group Feedback    
 

ACTIVITY GROUP FEEDBACK/ TIPS 
MODULE 1: ABCD OVERVIEWMODULE 1: ABCD OVERVIEWMODULE 1: ABCD OVERVIEWMODULE 1: ABCD OVERVIEW 
1a. Opening and Welcome  Introduce the purpose of the course, make the group feel welcome and relaxed 
1b. Introductions Creative approach, can add names and where you are from, if you make a mistake, just correct it 

straight away – thinking on your feet, encourage people to feel free and relaxed, break the ice. 
1c. Appreciative Inquiry: Find a Partner Manage the group pairing, creativity, engaging and affirming body language, summarise and 

connect to the purpose of the module, getting to know each other, facilitation style/ checklist. 
1d. Defining ABCD Be prepared and confident (or don’t show it), comfortable, clarify purpose, manage group dynamics 

and don’t overkill one method. 1e. 5 Types of Assets 
1f. Programme Preview Link with theme of module “start with what you have, build with what you know” 

MODULE 2: ABCD AS A PARDIGMMODULE 2: ABCD AS A PARDIGMMODULE 2: ABCD AS A PARDIGMMODULE 2: ABCD AS A PARDIGM 

2.a. Activity: Community A and B Well presented, provoked discussion, good body language/ relaxed, able to hold attention, 
journeying with the group, confident, smiling/ lively, looked prepared, manage time 

2b. Story of two neighbours Confidence, good projection, good linkages 
2c. Types of Poverty Get group’s input first before you give your input – start with what we know, then name it. Be real/ 

honest. 
2d. Root causes of Poverty Demystify concepts, simplify concepts, asking ‘why’ to get to the root 
2e. Story of Sipho Don’t tear too much too quick, make it visible 
2f. Ladder of Inference To use examples to unpack 
2g. Development Field/ Industry Apply to own experience, own consciousness and grounding 
2h. Human Family - 
2i. Citizenship Question repetition makes it clearer, good preparation, well presented 
2j. Levels of Engagement Good facilitation, confidence, can slow down, good presentation, spoke to all of us 
2k. Story of David and Goliath Nice approach to get input from the group, give own input and make the links, nice to tell a 

dramatic story. 
2l. Video and Debrief Be aware of body language, command the space, nice linking with debrief and characteristics of 

ABCD 2m. Characteristics of ABCD 
2n. Summary: Paradigms of Development Flowing, sweet to share personal story, give examples to elaborate 

MODULE 3: ABCD AS A PROCESSMODULE 3: ABCD AS A PROCESSMODULE 3: ABCD AS A PROCESSMODULE 3: ABCD AS A PROCESS 

3a. Electric Current Good energy/ confident facilitation, encourage the group to bring their own rules to stimulate 
confusion, ask the group what can you learn from the game about development processes. 

3b. Defining a Process Well presented, relaxed, hold the attention by how you conduct yourself, always grounded 
3c. Groupwork: Process Review  
3d. Input: ABCD Process Can be short or extended depending on the session 
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MODULE 4: ABCD AS A PRACTICMODULE 4: ABCD AS A PRACTICMODULE 4: ABCD AS A PRACTICMODULE 4: ABCD AS A PRACTICEEEE 

4.a. Appreciative Inquiry: Success Stories Very good facilitation, reinforced instructions and writing helped make the task clear, good 
energy and presence, voice projection. 

4.b. Appreciative Inquiry: Input Good input – link with life giving forces and heliotropic principle 
4c. Asset Inventory and Mapping Good facilitation, build the vision on the asset base, team work 
4d. Mapping Human Assets Safe space, appreciative of the group, grown a lot since yesterday, confidence 
4e. Mapping Associations Very innovative and stimulating,  
4f. Mapping Institutions Can be used as a tool or a short input depending on time, blobs and squares can be used to 

show the difference between associations and institutions 
4g. Input: Social Capital Writing down helps to remember and follow, very professional, good and understandable, take 

note of voice projection and body language, good beginning activity and link with Community A 
and B, pictures speak louder than words 

4h. Mapping Physical and Natural Assets Nice to say: “are we together”, creative, good participation, good preparation and easy to use in 
a rural context, helps people to understand their community better 

4i. Transect Walk Creative approach, clear explanation,  
4j. Mapping Financial Assets: Leaky Bucket Well presented, easy to understand,  
4K. Purchasing Power - 
4l. Input: Financial Assets - 
4m. Linking Assets and Opportunities Well presented, clear 
4n. Visioning and Planning Clear about the content, need to give specific instructions, good summarising after each input, 

good time keeping, put content up to make it clearer to understand 

MODULE 5: MOVING FORWARDMODULE 5: MOVING FORWARDMODULE 5: MOVING FORWARDMODULE 5: MOVING FORWARD 

5a. Creative Tension Good, ‘elevator speech’ 
5b. Gallery Walk Need to guide the group through the walk which is a visual recap, contain the group – don’t 

allow people to loose the connectedness, keep them together 
5c. Group Reflection Good presentation 
5d. Tips Moving Forward - 
5e. Ripple Effect Could just present as it is closing the course rather than being too participatory unless there is 

more time... 
5f. Story of a man in a dark cell - 
5g. Evaluation and Closing - 
5h. Celebration - 
 

 

 


